Booth Library has a large collection of learning resources to support the study of the history of the Vietnam War by undergraduates, graduates and faculty. The materials are held in the reference collection, the main book holdings, the journal collection and the online full-text databases. Books and journal articles from other libraries may be obtained using interlibrary loan.

This is a subject guide to selected works in this field that are held by the library. The citations on this list represent only a small portion of the available literature owned by Booth Library. Additional materials can be found by searching the EIU Online Catalog.

To find books, browse the shelves in these call numbers for the following subject areas:

- DS531-560.72 French Indochina
- DS554-554.98 Cambodia
- DS555-555.98 Laos
- DS556-559.93 Vietnam. Annam
- DS557-559.9 Vietnamese Conflict
- DS560-560.72 Democratic Republic (North Vietnam), 1945-

**REFERENCE SOURCES**

- *A to Z of the Vietnam War* ................................................................. REF DS557.7 .M63 2005
- *Vietnam Battle Chronology: U.S. Army and Marine Corps* 
- *Vietnam War Almanac* .................................................................. REF DS557.7 .W552 2009

PLEASE REFER TO COLLECTION LOCATION GUIDE FOR LOCATION OF ALL MATERIALS
SECONDARY SOURCES

Vietnam, General Surveys

History of Vietnam ................................................................. Stacks DS556.5 .C67 2008
History of Vietnamese Communism, 1923-1976 ......................... Stacks JQ898.W6 P54
Smaller Dragon: A Political History of Vietnam ........................ Stacks DS557.A5 B8

Cambodia and Laos, General Surveys

History of Cambodia ............................................................... Stacks DS554.5 .C67 2009
History of Laos ........................................................................ Stacks DS555.5 .S79 1997
Tragedy of Cambodian History: Politics, War, and Revolution since 1945 ... Stacks DS554.7 .C46 1991

Indochina War

Embers of War: The Fall of an Empire and the Making of America’s Vietnam .................................................. Stacks DS553.1 .L64 2012
Indochina and Vietnam: The Thirty-five-Year War, 1940-1975 .... Stacks DS553.1 .M55 2013x
Last Valley: Dien Bien Phu and the French Defeat in Vietnam .... Stacks DS553.3.D5 W56 2004
Quicksand War: Prelude to Vietnam ........................................ Stacks DS550 .B6213
Street without Joy: The French Debacle in Indochina ................. Stacks DS553.1 .F35 1994
Struggle for Indochina ............................................................. Stacks DS550 .H35 1954
Vietnam 1946: How the War Began .......................................... Stacks DS553.1 .T67 2010
Vietnam at War ...................................................................... Stacks DS557.6 .B73 2009

Vietnam War

Best and the Brightest ............................................................. Stacks E841 .H25 2001
Columbia History of the Vietnam War ....................................... Stacks DS557.7 .C64 2011
Fire in the Lake: The Vietnamese and the Americans in Vietnam .... Stacks DS557.A6 F53
Grand Delusion: America’s Descent into Vietnam ..................... Stacks DS558 .M34 2002x
Rolling Thunder in a Gentle Land: The Vietnam War Revisited .... Stacks DS557.7 .R6 2006x
Vietnam: Explaining America’s Lost War ................................... Stacks DS558 .H47 2009

(Vietnam War cont. on page 3)
Vietnam Reconsidered: Lessons from a War .................................................. Stacks DS558 .V54 1984
Without Honor: Defeat in Vietnam and Cambodia ..................................... Stacks DS557.7 .I82 1983

Vietnam War, Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson Administrations
1968: The Election That Changed America ........................................ Stacks JK1968 1968
Dereliction of Duty: Lyndon Johnson, Robert McNamara, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Lies That Led to Vietnam ........................................ Stacks DS558 .M43 1997
Diem’s Final Failure: Prelude to America’s War in Vietnam .................. Stacks DS556.9 .C37 2002
Into the Quagmire: Lyndon Johnson and the Escalation of the Vietnam War ... Stacks DS558 .V36 1991
Making of a Quagmire: America and Vietnam during the Kennedy Era .... Stacks DS557.A6 H3
Misalliance: Ngo Dinh Diem, the United States, and the Fate of South Vietnam .................................................. Stacks E183.8.V5 M54 2013
Rethinking Camelot: JFK, the Vietnam War, and U. S. Political Culture .... Stacks DS558 .C5 1993
Uncertain Warriors: Lyndon Johnson and His Vietnam Advisers ............. Stacks DS558 .S88 1993

Vietnam War, Nixon and Ford Administrations
Sixty Days to Peace: Implementing the Paris Peace Accords, Vietnam 1973 ..... Stacks DS557.7 .D52x

Vietnam and Ground War
Advice and Support: The Early Years, 1941-1960 ................................. Stacks DS556.8 .U55 1983
Allied Participation in Vietnam ......................................................... Stacks DS557.7 .L37
Army and Vietnam ........................................................................ Stacks DS558 .K74 1986
ARVN: Life and Death in the South Vietnamese Army .......................... Stacks UA853.V48 B86 2006

(Vietnam and Ground War cont. on page 4)
U.S. Marines in Vietnam: Vietnamization and Redeployment,
Victory in Vietnam: The Official History of the People's Army of Vietnam,
Vietnam from Cease-Fire to Capitulation ................................ Stacks DS557.7 .V5664 2010
Vietnam’s Forgotten Army: Heroism and Betrayal in the ARVN ..... Stacks DS557.5 .W54 2008

Vietnam and Air War
Launch the Intruders: A Naval Attack Squadron in the Vietnam War,
1972 ..................................................................... Stacks DS558.4 .R43 2005
United States Air Force in Southeast Asia: The Advisory Years to 1965 .... Stacks DS558.8 .F87

Vietnam and the Navy
United States Navy and the Vietnam Conflict: From Military Assistance to Combat,
United States Navy and the Vietnam Conflict, Vol. 1, The Setting
of the Stage to 1959 ................................................. Stacks DS558.7 .H66 Vol. 1

Offensives and Battles
America’s Last Vietnam Battle: Halting Hanoi’s
Battle of An Loc ..................................................... Stacks DS557.8.A5 W55 2005
Better War: The Unexamined Victories and Final Tragedy of America’s
Last Years in Vietnam ............................................. Stacks DS558 .S65 1999
Cambodian Campaign: The 1970 Offensive and America’s
Vietnam War ......................................................... Stacks DS557.8.C3 S47 2005
This Time We Win: Revisiting the Tet Offensive ...................... Stacks DS557.8.T4 R63 2010
Trial by Fire: The 1972 Easter Offensive, America’s
We Were Soldiers Once ... and Young: Ia Drang-The Battle That Changed
the War in Vietnam ................................................ Stacks DS557.8.I18 M66 1992

PLEASE REFER TO COLLECTION LOCATION GUIDE FOR LOCATION OF ALL MATERIALS
Anti-War Movement
13 Seconds: A Look Back at the Kent State Shootings Stacks LD4191.O72 C26 2005
Friendly Fire Stacks DS559.5.B79 1976
Hardhats, Hippies, and Hawks: The Vietnam Antiwar Movement as Myth and Memory Stacks DS559.62.U6 L49 2013
War Within: America’s Battle over Vietnam Stacks DS559.6.W45 1994

Vietnam War and Media
Living-Room War Stacks PN 1992.3.U5 A9 1982
Once Upon a Distant War: David Halberstam, Neil Sheehan, Peter Arnett-Young War Correspondents and Their Early Vietnam Battles Stacks DS558.P75 1996x

POWs and MIAs
Prisoners of Culture: Representing the Vietnam POW Stacks P96.V46 G78 1993
Two Souls Indivisible: The Friendship that Saved Two POWs in Vietnam Stacks DS559.4.H57 2004
Until the Last Man Comes Home: POWs, MIAs, and the Unending Vietnam War Stacks DS559.4.A44 2009
Voices of the Vietnam POWs: Witnesses to Their Fight Stacks DS559.4.H68 1993

Other Specialized Studies
Green Berets at War: U.S. Army Special Forces in Southeast Asia, 1956-1975 Stacks UA34.S64 S73 1985
Inside the Pentagon Papers Stacks E183.8.V5 1575 2004
Phoenix and the Birds of Prey: The CIA’s Secret Campaign to Destroy the Viet Cong Stacks DS558.92.M69 1997

(Other Specialized Studies cont. on page 6)
Vietnam War on Trial: The My Lai Massacre and the Court-Martial of Lieutenant Calley .................................................. Stacks KF7642.C3 B45 2002

Biographies
Bright Shining Lie: John Paul Vann and America in Vietnam ............... Stacks DS558 .S47 1988
Giap: The Victor in Vietnam .................................................. Stacks DS560.72.V6 M33 1993
Glory Denied: The Saga of Jim Thompson, America’s Longest-Held Prisoner of War ............................................. Stacks DS559.4.T47 P47 2001
Ho Chi Minh: A Life .............................................................. Stacks DS560.72.H6 D85 2000
Ho Chi Minh: A Political Biography ........................................... Stacks DS557.A76 H643
Lyndon B. Johnson: Portrait of a President .................................. Stacks E847 .D26 2004
Nixon, A Life ........................................................................ Stacks E856 .A68 1993

PRIMARY SOURCES (documents, letters, memoirs)

Published Documents
Landmark Speeches on the Vietnam War ........................................ Stacks DS557.4 .L36 2010
Military Art of People’s War: Selected Writings of Vo Nguyen Giap ....... Stacks DS557.A6 V59 1970
Pentagon Papers as Published by the New York Times ...................... Stacks E183.8.V5 P4
People’s War People’s Army: The Viet Cong Insurrection Manual for Underdeveloped Countries ............................................. Stacks DS557.A7 V6
Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States ....................... Stacks J80 .A283

Memoirs, Soldiers, POWs and Civilians
and a hard rain fell: A GI’s True Story of the War in Vietnam .................. Stacks DS559.5 .K47 2002
Born on the Fourth of July .................................................... Stacks DS559.5 .K68 2005
Cat from Hué: A Vietnam War Story .......................................... Stacks DS557.7 .L376 2002
Chickenhawk ...................................................................... Stacks DS559.5 .M37 1983
Dear America: Letters Home from Vietnam .................................. Stacks DS559.5 .D43 1985

(Memoirs, Soldiers, POWs and Civilians cont. on page 7)
In Pharaoh’s Army: Memories of the Lost War .............................. Stacks DS559.5 .W64 1994
Passing of the Night: My Seven Years as a Prisoner
of the North Vietnamese .............................................. Stacks DS557.A675 R57 1973x
Rumor of War ............................................................... Stacks DS559.5 .C36 1996
Silence Was a Weapon: The Vietnam War in the Villages;
A Personal Perspective .................................................. Stacks DS558.2 .W64 1996
To Bear Any Burden: A Hoosier Green Beret’s Letters from Vietnam ........ Stacks DS559.5 .F535 2005
Vietnam Experience: Ten Years of Reflection (Stockdale) .................. Stacks VA50 .S76 1984
We Are Soldiers Still: A Journey Back to the Battlefields of Vietnam .... Stacks DS557.7 .M64 2008
When Hell Was in Session ................................................ Stacks DS559.4 .D46 1976
When We Walked Above the Clouds: A Memoir of Vietnam ................ Stacks DS559.5 .B375 2011

Memoirs, Officials
As I Saw It (Rusk) .................................................................. Stacks E748.R94 A3 1991x
In Retrospect, the Tragedy and Lessons of Vietnam (McNamara) ......... Stacks DS558 .M44 1995
On Watch: A Memoir (Zumwalt) ......................................... Stacks V63.Z85 A33 1976
Soldier Reports (Westmoreland) .......................................... Stacks DS559.5 .W47
White House Years (Kissinger) ............................................. Stacks JX1405 .K58X
Years of Upheaval (Kissinger) .............................................. Stacks E840.8.K58 A38

Newspapers
Online available at the Booth Library web site, http://www.library.eiu.edu

Chicago Tribune (1849-1989)
New York Times (1851-2009)
Times (London), Digital Archive 1785-1985

ONLINE DATABASES
Online available at the Booth Library web site, http://www.library.eiu.edu

Academic Search Complete (full text access to 1,500 scholarly journals)
America: History and Life (emphasis on American history)
Historical Abstracts (emphasis on world history)
JSTOR (digital archive of more than 1,000 core academic journals)

Selected Journals
Journal of American History ................................................. Oxford Journals
Journal of American Studies ............................................... Academic Search Complete
War & Society ................................................................. EBSCO Military & Government Collection
War in History ................................................................. SAGE Premier
Online Video
Alexander Street Video (video collections include contemporary new reports on Vietnam)
Online available at the Booth Library web site, http://www.library.eiu.edu

DVDs
*Fog of War: Eleven Lessons from the Life of Robert S. McNamara* ...... DVDs E840.4 .F68 2004x .DVD
*Most Dangerous Man in America: Daniel Ellsberg and the Pentagon Papers* .................................................. DVDs E855 .M67x 2009 .DVD
*Two Days in October* ................................................................. DVDs DS558 .T86x 2005 .DVD

For assistance, please contact Reference Services at 581-6072, visit the Reference Desk on the 3000 level of Booth Library or contact the subject bibliographer for history: Bradley Tolppanen, 581-6006, bptolppanen@eiu.edu.